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times he skied for over 24 hours 

without sleeping. »when time and the 

elements would allow, his rest was 

taken in a snow-covered tent dug 

down into the ice. His second 

journey was along the coast. "We 

were attempting to regain the land 

from the Danes and restore it to 

Norwegian rule," he laughs. "We 

were successful in reaching our desti- 

nation, but not in reclaiming the land. 

We did, at least, plant the Norwegian 

flag!" 

He has also taken to the sea for 

self-enrichment. "I   used to be an 

active yachtsman, but it became 

almost an obsession. Now I have a 

boat I can sail with my kids. Its a 

great education for them. It teaches 

two things: First of all, tactics. You 

have to plan ahead. Secondly, you 

have to avoid making mistakes. The 

winner is the one who makes the 

fewest mistakes." 

Helg, and friends'taking a break during his second trip across 

Greenland. 

His greatest achievement and 

the highlight of his life, declares 

Naarstad, is the day he and Nini 

adopted their two children in 

Columbia. "That is the day my 

whole life changed. It changed 

my focus. Even if business is 

important, it's never as important 

as family. That's why 1'm so 

happy with this new venture. Its a 

family affair. It's about people." 

Helge Naarstad joined the 

team at ResidenSea in February 

1996. Once again he was 

approached by the KJoster 

family, this time by Knut Kloster 

Jr. "When he told me the concept 

I said, 'there's only one thing 

wrong - I didn’t think of it myself 

its the next step in the evolution 

of travel on ships. It is so much 

more than a vacation option;, it is 

a lifestyle choice.' 

Naarstads progression from 

Sea Goddess to The World is a 

natural 

one. Sea Goddess has become the 

epitome of personalized service, 

inti- macy and luxury. The World 

carries on these traditions with 

the added benefits of extreme 

spaciousness, and actual 

ownership. Many more public 

rooms and restaurants can be 

offered on The World 

incorporating more educational,   

entertainment,      and dining 

options than ever before. The 

exclusive ResidenSea Club 

assures that the atmosphere will 

remain inti- mate. Residents and 

guests alike will most definitely 

'feel at home'. 

'1 predict great things for The 

World of ResidenSea," states 

Naarstad. "We expect remarkable 

success and growth and perhaps 

some chal- lenging competition 

as well. How- ever we will 

always be the leaders in this new 

enterprise, catering to the most 

exclusive market." 
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